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ChoosethecorrectansWer.'Eachbunchcarriesaweightageof:1....
'1. i) The electron energy is proportionalto

a\rsI.r

ii) Particles with symmetric wavefunctions are referred to as
a) Bosons b) Fermions c) Quarks d) Leptons

iii) The nuctear radii is propo'rtional to ' 
, 

: "' ; ' ''
a ' : . .. .-

iv) Quarks show which type-of interactio n.?

'2. i) Hadron families navlng same masses but different charges are termed as
a) singlets b) triplets c) muttiptets d) doubtets

, ii) The total,energy evolved from the sun is
a) 4x10-12J : b) 4x10-1oJ b) 4 J

iii) The surface energy of a nucteus is given by i

-a
2/a) -?,A7e b) -aA c) -79/s d) -A

iv) Orbital angular momentum can acquire values

a) /L(L+t)ft bl th ?c) mn q Iq (2x1=2)
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SECTION _ B .

Answer any six questions. Each carries a weig.htage ol 1.

3. Find the wavelength of the'spectralline thatcorresponds to atransition in hydrogen
from the n = 6 state to the fl = 3 state.

4. 'State the two basic principles that determines the structure of atoms with more
than one eleclron.

5. What is an isotope ? Name any Zisotope of hydrogen. . :

. 6. What are magic numbers ?

7. What is half life of radioaclive elements ?

8. Derive an expression for the cross-section when an energetic particle collides
with a stationary target nuclei.

9. Which are the fourfundamentaliorces ?

10. What do you mean by hadrons ? (6x1=g)

SECTION - C
Answer any nine questions. Each carries a weightage of two.
11. Explain the Rutherford soattering experiment with diagram.
12. Explain about the spontaneous and stimulated emission processes.
13. Derive the total energy of an electron in a hydrogen atom
14. Give a brief account on periodic table.
l5. Explain LS coupling.

16. Calculate the atomic number of the element which has a KoX-ray line of
wavelength O.l4l nm,

17. Explain about X-ray spectra.

18. What is binding energy of nucleus ? Explain with an exampte. '

19. Distinguish between the nuclear fission and nuclear fusion processes.
20. What are the various radiation hazards ?
21. Explain Baryon and Lepton numbers. 

e
22. what is the eight-fold way of classifying the hadrons. (9x2 =f g)

SECTION _ D

Answer any one question. Each carries a weightage of 4.

23. Explain the liquid drop model.

24. Describe about the radioactive decay process (1x4 =4)


